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Abstract 
 
            Aspect-oriented programming is today mainly promoting the approach of 

applying aspects statically by means of preprocessors. We do find some work 
towards applying aspects dynamically but only limited to specific environments 
and no work so far has been directed toward our domain of interest which is 
deeply embedded systems characterized by very small memory and power. Also 
the work undertaken so far does not take into consideration the family-based 
approach since we have drastically different environments according to resources 
and one should be able to build up his own dynamic weaver from the family of 
weavers best suited for his environment. The paper presents an approach to 
achieve dynamism in applying aspects and also towards developing family-based 
aspect weavers to this problem which would be best suited for any sort of 
environment rather than having specific environment restrictions. 

1 Introduction 
 
To get maximum reuse of code and design, it is necessary to achieve complete separation of cross 
cutting concerns from the main functionality of an application. Following the aspect-oriented 
approach, the main functionality of any application is normally captured in classes and the cross 
cutting concerns are captured in separate aspects. Thus, in general case, we can say that the 
software systems developed using aspect-oriented programming techniques consist of classes and 
aspects whereas classes mainly implement the main functionality of an application, for example, 
put and get functionality in the case of bounded buffer problem, managing stocks or calculating 
insurance rates. Aspects, on the other hand, capture cross cutting concerns like synchronization, 
tracing, persistence, failure handling, or communication. Aspects are basically used to implement 
global policies in a system.  
 
In the beginning, most of the work was based on static weaving which means adding aspects 
specific statements at join points to the classes statically at compile time. Static weaving produces 
well-formed and highly optimized woven code whose execution speed is comparable to the code 
written without AOP. There are certain environments where it is needed to be able to change the 
global policies implemented through aspects during run-time. Thus static weaving is not 
sufficient for such applications because in static weaving approach it is difficult to later identify 
aspect-specific statements in the woven code. Thus, it will be time consuming to adapt or replace 
the aspects dynamically during runtime or sometimes not possible at all.  Although this flexibility 
is not a requirement in all scenarios, there are scenarios where applications could benefit from it.  
 
Dynamic weaving means that aspects can be applied or removed at any time during runtime. Thus 
dynamic weaving allows the integration between components and the aspects at run time, 
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resulting in a system which is more adaptable and extensible. In short, in dynamic weaving 
aspects can be added to the system on the fly and, thus, can help avoid re-compiling, re-
deployment and re-start of an application [5]. There are cases where it is more useful and flexible 
to have dynamic weaving as compared to the static weaving. One scenario would be where a load 
balancing aspect [4] could replace the load distribution strategy woven before with a better one 
depending on the current load of managed servers. Therefore in certain cases survival of aspects 
at run time is necessary to allow them to adapt to suitable policies according to execution time 
information.  Another example could be addition of debugging aspect to get some particular data 
from some long running embedded application. It would be more flexible and beneficial to just 
add this debugging aspect to the application while running and get the required information than 
to stop the application and restart it again. Another case could be of the tracing aspect which 
could be deployed dynamically in some software system where some malfunctioning has 
happened. Another case where dynamic weaving provides edge over static weaving is hot fixes in 
web applications [10]. A hot fix is an extension applied to a running application server to modify 
the behaviour of a large number of running components. Another interesting example is the 
adaptation of mobile devices [10] since mobile devices have very small memory and so the 
device is not able to have all the software components needed in various locations from the start 
and so it should dynamically acquire the needed functionality it needs in a certain location and 
discard when location changes. This functionality has often a cross-cutting character and so is 
realized as aspects.  
 
This paper starts with analyzing different existing dynamic weaver infrastructures to systemically 
describe the variabilities of this domain. The section 3 of this paper discusses the idea of program 
family concept and applying this idea towards family-based development of dynamic aspect 
weavers.  In section 4 design methodology of our approach will be discussed. Section 5 describes 
one specific case of constructing dynamic weaver from the selection of certain features from 
feature model. Section 6 concludes the paper.  

2 Dynamic Weaver Infrastructure  
 
A run-time system is needed to support the weaving of aspects dynamically. There is not much 
research work going on in the direction toward building dynamic aspect weavers in the C++ 
domain. We do find some work but mainly in Java which is not suitable for our domain of 
interest which is embedded systems characterized by very small memories. Also focus has been 
on the development of single application specific weavers rather than families of weavers so there 
is no chance to make an optimized use of these weavers for any particular environment. We 
propose to build a family of dynamic aspect weavers to cover a whole range of environments.  
 
Existing dynamic aspect infrastructures can be differentiated according to the way the 
functionality class is bound to the dynamic aspect weaver and the varying support provided by 
these for dynamic weaving. So far there have been three main approaches namely proxy-based, 
interpreter based and binary code manipulation.  
 
In the proxy based approach [6], a proxy is used to intercept the incoming requests to the 
functionality class. The role of so called weaving is performed by an object called 
AspectModerator. All the aspects are registered with this AspectModerator object and proxy uses 
AspectModerator object to evaluate the aspects for every method of the functionality class. When 
the request arrives in the system, it is intercepted by the proxy and if the request is for the creation 
of an aspect then the proxy first checks whether this aspect is already registered with the 
AspectModerator object. If not, the proxy calls AspectFactory to create an aspect. The proxy then 
registers newly created aspects with the AspectModerator object. In case of a request for method 
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invocation, the proxy calls the AspectModerator object to evaluate the aspects associated with 
this invocation. In this framework approach focus is only on reuse. This is not applicable for 
embedded systems because of excessive use of the design patterns with expensive abstract classes 
and virtual functions.  
 
In interpreter extension approach, standard interpreter is transformed to build a new interpreter 
(plug-ins). This approach is normally applied by using Java virtual machine (JVM) since in C++ 
domain no interpreter is used. The interpreter is extended to check for the events happening in the 
execution and on happening of the events; advice code is applied as methods. Prose [5] is based 
on locating support for weaving and unweaving of aspects directly in the JVM. It is a JVM 
extension which can intercept calls at run-time. It makes use of the Java virtual machine 
debugging interface (JVMDI). It provides a new API within the JVM for weaving aspects at run-
time called Java virtual machine aspect interface (JVMAI) which is designed as a plug-in to JVM. 
Thus applications must run with Prose specific JVM. Axon [12] is also based on interpreter 
extension approach and makes use of the debugging interface of JVM. It is an ECA (Event-
Condition-Action) rules inspired model. Pointcuts are described in terms of events (join points) 
and conditions, while advice is described as an action associated with events and conditions.  
Axon is also implemented as a plug-in to Sun’s JVM. Events are generated by the JVM and the 
conditions are checked by Axon via run-time inspection with the JVM debugging interface and 
the actions are advices which are implemented in plain Java methods. In this model around advice 
(AspectJ [2], AspectC++ [1]) is not feasible because it is based on interception at join points and 
there is no way an advice could replace the called method. Axon supports limited join points 
namely method entry/exit, exception throw/catch and field read/write. Both Prose and Axon are 
slow as the debugger imposes a certain overhead in the execution of applications. The JVMAI 
approach in Prose does not support crosscuts that add new members to a given class in the 
original code (introductions), because its implementation cannot change the source-code or byte-
code of the original application. The debugger in current implementation of Prose is no longer 
available for use for debugging applications. Some of the approaches based on JVMDI are being 
modified to make use of just-in-time compiler instead of debugging architecture to improve the 
performance. Prose2 [10] is implemented by extending the VM’s just-in-time compiler and no 
longer uses debugger architecture. 
 
The binary code manipulation approach has mainly been employed in Java (JAC [7], Wool [11]). 
Most of these available approaches make use of JVMDI or changing the byte code at load time. 
Hooks are either inserted statically in all join points or inserted into the program at run-time “just-
in-time” when the programmer directs the program to start using an aspect. Approaches where 
JVMDI is employed, the debugger interface allows a user to stop and query the state of a running 
program. These techniques are slow as debugger imposes certain overhead (context switches) on 
the execution of applications. Moreover these different approaches which make use of the JVM 
vary in terms of the join point support and performance. Wool [11] supports only method calls, 
field accesses, object instantiation, and exception handlers and does not allow introductions. JAC 
changes the byte code of classes of an application when they are loaded into the JVM and so have 
a high number of empty hooks and only support method calls and exception throws. In the C++ 
programming domain we are not aware of any previous work in aspect languages which provides 
dynamic weaving except for the microDyner [3] approach which was developed originally for the 
C language. This approach is processor specific (Pentium architecture) and does not allow more 
than one aspect to affect the same join point. In the microDyner approach, which makes use of 
binary code manipulation, aspects are deployed dynamically at run time in C programs. It realizes 
the weaving process by directly rewriting the code being executed. The microDyner approach is 
being extended to support C++ [8]. However,  still this approach supports one aspect per join  
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point and also aspects are not objects in this approach and so we cannot make use of nice features 
of object-oriented programming like constructors, inheritance etc.  
 
These different dynamic weaving approaches differ from each other in a number of ways. Some 
of these approaches offer a limited set of join-points, thereby limiting the amount of application 
features an aspect can adapt. Some support just code join points while others support 
introductions as well. Also these different approaches differ in terms of support for either single 
or multiple aspects per join point and advance knowledge of aspects etc. 
 
In this section different existing dynamic weaving approaches have been analyzed to find out 
their commonalities and variabilities. All of these different approaches concentrate on satisfying 
the requirements for particular systems and offer different performance penalties like execution 
speed, memory consumption and join point support etc. For example, proxy-based weaver is not 
suitable for domains where there is a very small amount of memory and run-time resources 
because of extensive use of abstract classes and virtual functions. Also for such domains like 
embedded systems, which are very short of memory and run-time, it is not possible to use JVM 
based weavers because of the memory space occupied by the JVM. Program family concept 
implements the idea of building application specific systems and uses feature domain analysis to 
represent the commonalities and differences between the applications in a whole domain. In the 
next section, program family concept will be described along with its application in the field of 
aspect dynamic weavers.  

3 Applying Program Family Concept 
 
The main aim of our work has been to shift focus from the development of single dynamic 
weavers to the families of weavers. A set of programs is considered to be a program family if 
they have so much in common that it pays to study their common aspects before looking at the 
aspects that differentiate them [14]. Domain engineering [9] helps us to accomplish this goal. 
Domain engineering moves the focus from the code reuse to reuse of the analysis and design 
models. Domain analysis is the first phase of domain engineering which involves the process of 
systematic organization of the existing domain knowledge in a way that enables and encourages 
the extensions to be made in creative ways. The next phase of domain engineering is domain 
design which involves the development of an architecture for the family of systems in the domain 
and to devise a production plan. The last phase of domain engineering is domain implementation 
which involves implementing the architecture, the components, and the production plan using 
appropriate technologies. The results of the analysis, collectively referred to as a domain model, 
are captured for reuse in future development of similar systems. A domain model is an explicit 
representation of the common and the variable properties of the systems in a domain. Feature 
models define a set of reusable and configurable requirements for specifying the systems in a 
domain. A feature model consists of a feature diagram and some additional information. Features 
and feature models [9] are used to capture the commonalities and variabilities of systems in a 
domain during domain analysis. A key part of feature model is a feature diagram. A feature 
diagram represents a hierarchal decomposition of features including the indication of whether or 
not a feature is mandatory (each system in a domain must have certain features), alternative (a 
system can possess only one feature at a time) or optional (a system may or may not have certain 
features).  
 
Some applications may require only a subset of services or features that other applications need. 
These ‘less demanding’ applications should not be forced to pay for the resources consumed by 
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Figure 1. Feature model for Dynamic Aspect Weavers 
 
unneeded features [14]. In a program family concept a minimal subset of system functions 
provides a common platform of fundamental abstractions. These minimal subset of functions 
capture common functions that are useful to build specialized systems. The mechanisms from 
which more enhanced system functions can be derived are called minimal basis. A stepwise 
functional enrichment of the minimal basis is performed by means of the minimal system 
extensions. These extensions are made on the basis of an incremental system design, with each 
new level being a new minimal basis for additional higher level system extensions. Since the 
extensions are made only on demand thus a true application oriented system evolves.  
 
Different applications can have different requirements from the dynamic weavers. We hold the 
view that less demanding applications should not be forced to pay for the resources consumed by 
the unneeded features. It is hard to imagine if any of the existing dynamic weavers could be used 
in embedded systems where applications are executed under extremely limited resource 
constraints. Thus weavers are required to be designed to specifically support the execution of 
applications under such resource constraint environments. In consideration of the specific 
demands of these applications, it becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible, to successfully 
adapt existing weavers.  The program-family concept is being applied to create application 
specific dynamic weavers. A family-based dynamic weaver targets a wide range of applications 
including embedded systems. The program family concept does not dictate any particular 
implementation technique. In our proposal, based on program family concept, the dynamic 
weaver is incrementally enriched by minimal extensions. The weaver extensions are customized 
with respect to specific user demand. Thus applications are not forced to pay for the resources 
that will never be used. One of the main reasons for applying family-based design is to achieve 
the desired application orientation and to reduce the memory and run time consumption.  The 
goal is to support applications with their desired specialized family member which provides all 
necessary functionalities but omits any features which are not required.  
 
In the rest of this section domain analysis is performed for dynamic aspect weavers and a feature 
model is drawn to capture the commonalities and variabilities of dynamic weavers. 
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3.1 Dynamic Weaver Construction Set 
 
We have made an effort to develop a feature model for dynamic aspect weavers consisting of a 
number of features. The output from this feature model is a family member which would be a 
dynamic aspect weaver. Use of feature model makes it easy to generate the family members and 
to handle the complexity of configuration in a better way. A feature model for “Dynamic aspect 
weavers” is shown in figure 1. It is a quite simple model and allows specifying the required 
binding mode of the aspect weaver from the four available binding modes. Whether a dynamic 
weaver’s binding with functionality class is proxy-based, binary code manipulation, interpreter 
extension or static weaver based is up to the specific application requirements. In any dynamic 
aspect weaver it is assumed that only one of these binding possibilities would be used as shown in 
the feature model. The alternative features for dynamic weaver are indicated in figure by an arc 
which is not filled. Then after there can be lot of different scenarios regarding requirements for 
specific applications about before hand knowledge of aspects, aspects not known in advance, join 
points, order of activation of aspects, join point filtration, supported join points etc. Keeping in 
view of different possible requirements different dynamic weavers can be constructed by the 
selection of different features. In the next sections all these different possibilities will be 
discussed along with the possible feature selection scenarios. 

3.1.1 Aspects Known 
 
There can be variability in the dynamic weaver construction regarding advanced information of 
aspects going to affect the join points. This feature “Aspects Known” from the feature model is 
selected in case when, in certain applications, it is possible to have an advanced knowledge of the 
aspects. In general case when this feature is not selected then there will be checks for all join 
points to find out if there are aspects registered for them irrespective of the possibility that for 
some join points there might not be any aspects registered at all. So in case even no aspect is 
registered, all checks, whether or not the system should execute advice, are performed. This 
situation will result in unnecessary method calls which involve large overhead.  
 
It is possible to get rid of these types of checks for join points for which there are no aspects 
registered by selecting the feature “Aspects Known” in the weaver construction. This feature 
selection means that there is advance knowledge of aspects. When aspects are known in advance 
it would be much more efficient to only register the join points which are going to be affected by 
these aspects than to register all the join points and in result resources can be saved. Join points 
which are not going to be affected can be inlined. Now in this dynamic weaver construction the 
runtime infrastructure will be consumed for limited join points which are registered with the run-
time system (only for which there are aspects registered) and so the system will be much more 
efficient.  
 
If there are more aspects which are going to affect the same join point then normally lists are 
maintained against each join point containing before and after advices. So when there is an 
advance knowledge about the number of aspects going to affect each join point then it would also 
be possible to fix the size of advice lists associated with each join point and hence saving space. 
Another important benefit from the advance knowledge of aspects is that their order of execution 
can be resolved statically and so run-time infrastructure can be saved. Example where this can be 
implemented is having some system and there are three policies of security to be implemented by 
means of aspects. Also if we have an application in which more than one aspect can affect the 
same join point then it means it is essential to select the “Aspect Order” feature as well, while 
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dynamic weaver construction, to resolve the conflicts between different aspects affecting the 
same join points. 

3.1.2 Aspects Order (Interaction) 
 
There are some dynamic weavers which are restricted to support only one aspect per join point 
[8]. In other cases we have frameworks [6] which support any number of aspects affecting the 
same join point. If more than one aspect (advice) affects the same join point and there is 
dependency between the advice codes then it might be necessary to define an order of advice 
execution (“aspect interaction”) in order to avoid conflicts. The order of activation is supported in 
static weaving technologies like AspectC++, AspectJ. In Netinant’s aspect-oriented framework, 
the order of activation of aspects is predefined, it is defined that the synchronization aspect has to 
be verified before the scheduling aspect. If security aspect is introduced then it is needed to be 
handled before the synchronization aspect. A possible reverse in the order of activation of the 
aspects can violate the semantics. Moreover it is possible to alter the order of activation on the 
fly.  
 
In certain dynamic weavers, like microDyner, it is not allowed that more than one aspect can 
affect the same join point. Thus in such dynamic weaver constructions there is no need to select 
the feature “Aspects Order” which is only required when dynamic weaver is supposed to support 
multiple aspects per join point. Also in such cases there is no need to maintain lists of before and 
after advices against each join point registered with the run-time system and so there would be no 
need to traverse the whole lists during runtime to invoke advices dynamically and as a result 
weaver will be much more efficient and fast.  

3.1.3 Join Points Known 
 
In the case of join points there can be again two possibilities, first being that all affected join 
points are known in advance and second that there is no advance knowledge of the join points 
going to be affected by the aspects. In the case of join points known in advance, once the system 
starts running it will be affected by the aspects which are already into the system. If the system is 
extended (classes are loaded incrementally) then the aspects are not able to affect these additional 
loaded classes (aspects do not have to affect the code loaded later in the system). In other words, 
additional classes are allowed to be loaded if it is known that no aspect would be affecting join 
points in these classes. When join points to be affected are known in advance, compile time 
matching can be done resulting in saving of run time resources. In example we can think of a 
system in which we know join points which are going to be affected in advance and so we are 
able to apply different versions of security policies, implemented as aspects, to this system. Now 
if the system is extended, aspects would not be affecting the additionally loaded classes.  

3.1.4 Join Points Filtered 
 
Join points can be filtered, for example, by means of pointcuts according to the varying 
requirements. In some systems there might be requirements to apply aspects in specific modules. 
For example we can have two systems, in one system aspects can affect the whole system but in 
the other case we can do filtration and so only specific module will be affected by the aspects.  
There is no need to change the aspects, only the behaviour of the aspect is modified but the 
implementation remains same. 
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3.1.5 Supported AOP Features 
 
To which join point in a system is it possible to apply aspects?  There are different approaches 
and these vary either according to the type of join points supported by them or if they support 
introductions. Code join points can be defined as method calls, method executions, set field, get 
field etc.  Introduction is how modification is done to a program's static structure, namely, the 
members of its classes and the relationship between classes. Introductions are used to extend 
program code and data structures in particular. Most of the join points are supported by AspectJ 
and AspectC++ like method call, method execution, constructor call, constructor execution, 
object initialization etc. Both AspectJ and AspectC++ also support introductions. There are other 
approaches which support specified set of join points like Wool [13] supports only method calls, 
field accesses, object instantiation, and exception handlers. Axon [12] supports method entry/exit, 
exception throw/catch and field read/write join points. JAC’ supports method calls and exception 
throws [7]. Wool does not allow introduction since the HotSwap does not allow reloading a class 
file to which a new method or field is appended. Similarly Prose [5] does not support 
introductions. There are certain applications where it might be required to have support for 
introductions and thus dynamic weavers would need this feature selection. One example where 
introduction could be needed to have support is when pointers could be added to objects statically 
and then during run-time data could be added to these objects.  
 
This is still not a very comprehensive feature model. We are still working on it and there are 
many more common and variable features of dynamic weavers which are needed to be 
represented in this feature model.  

4 Design Methodology 
 
Our proposal is based on promoting two ideas. First a dynamic weaver should be able to make 
use of both the static and dynamic weaving according to the specific application requirements and 
cost considerations. Secondly the design should be based on the family-based approach. The 
reason for having support of static weaving in the dynamic weaver construction is logical if we 
consider the advantages we get from static weaving in terms of performance of static weaving as 
compared to dynamic weaving. Ideally, an implementation should support both. Aspects that 
don’t need to be adapted at runtime should be woven statically for performance reasons since our 
dynamic aspects do consume run time resources and so dynamism should be allowed for aspects 
which do have runtime changing behaviour or which need to change policies during runtime. 
Even in the case of byte code manipulation, users can be allowed to choose a suitable hook at 
each join point considering the whole cost. Either they can be inserted as a breakpoint by a 
debugger and so executed by debugger or can be embedded as a method call using dynamic code 
translation [12]. For example an application where we could think of having support for both 
static and dynamic weaving together is when an aspect such as authentication [13] can be woven 
statically as it is very unlikely that an authentication policy changes during program execution. 
On the other hand, a scheduling policy has to be adapted most likely at run-time. Scheduling can 
therefore be viewed as a dynamic aspect. A good mix of the dynamic weaving and static weaving 
promises to improve AOP effectively. Aspects can be efficiently tested by dynamically inserting 
them, checking the behavior of the application and then removing the aspects to perform 
corrections. In case of adding an aspect statically it is required that the running application be 
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Figure 2. Aspect Dynamic Weaver Architecture  

 
shut down thereby losing all the run time data.  Eventually once the aspect code is stable, the 
aspect can be woven through the application code using a static weaver to improve performance 
[5].  

5 Weaver Instantiation from Family of Dynamic Weavers  
 
In this section an instantiation (construction) of a dynamic weaver will be described from the 
family of dynamic weavers (feature model). This weaver would be constructed in way that it 
would be able to support static as well as dynamic aspects and also it would be able to support 
multiple aspects per join point. As can be seen from the feature model, there is a limit to select 
only one binding mode feature of the dynamic weaver to the functionality class. This particular 
construction makes use of selection of feature “static weaver (AspectC++)” as a binding mode to 
the dynamic weaver (Figure 2). Though AspectJ is also an option which is a complete and 
powerful language extension for aspect-oriented programming but the costs (run- time and code 
size) of Java run-time-environment are not feasible for deeply embedded systems which are 
having very low memory constraints. The selection of binding feature is totally independent of 
the functionality class. Dynamic aspect weavers can be constructed by selecting any of the 
binding modes available.  In our construction a dynamic weaver is constructed from three main 
modules which are independent of each other and have clearly defined interfaces. These modules 
are:  
 

 Run-time monitor  
 Aspect binding (Dynamic Aspects) 

DebugAspect

aspect MonitorBinding { 
   pointcut virtual dynamicJPS( ) = 0; 
public: 
   advice dynamicJPS ( ) : around ( ) { 
      monitor.JPBefore(“…”); 
      tjp->proceed( ); 
      monitor.JPAfter(“…”); 
   } 
 }; 

 

Synch
Debug 
Trace 

DynamicAspect 

SyncAspect

List of advice code affecting 
this Join point 

JoinPoint Register 

Put()
Get() 

Run-time Monitor 

AspectsRegister

Produces  

Aspects register at monitor 

affect
XML file

aspect Binding:public MonitorBinding 
{ 
    pointcut virtual dynamicJPS( ) =  
           execution(“…”)|| 
           execution(“…”)|| 
           execution(“…”); 
} 
 

Class Buffer {
  public: 
     void Put(); 
      int Get(); 
};

  AspectC++ 
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 Weaver binding (Static Weaver) 
 
The run-time monitor plays a central role in this dynamic weaver. The main role of the run-time 
monitor is to register the join points and the aspects. It also co-ordinates interaction between the 
aspects and the functionality class. In this dynamic weaver construction, it is assumed that more 
than one aspect is able to affect the same join point and so the feature “Aspects Order” is 
selected. The source file for run-time monitor for registering join points is an XML file which is 
generated by the static weaver (AspectC++). This file could be used statically to register join 
points in the case join points are known in advance. In embedded systems one rule is followed 
which is to do as much processing as possible before run time, creating a run-time environment 
that is as efficient as possible. In case of join points not known in advance we can convert this 
XML file to a binary format to make the processing efficient and thus improving the system’s 
performance. The run-time monitor also has a task to take care of order of execution of aspects in 
the case if there are more than one aspect interested in the same join point.  
 
There are two types of aspects which are supposed to be supported by this dynamic weaver. First 
being the static aspects defined in a specialized aspect description language like AspectC++ or 
AspectJ. Secondly, the aspects which are dynamically invoked during run time and are C++ 
classes. Each class is supposed to have two advices which are simple methods. One is 
“JPBefore(…/*method id */…)” and other is “JPAfter(…(…/*method id */…)” and both of 
these advice methods take method identity as a parameter and it is the run-time monitor which 
invokes these methods in static weaver.  
 
The static weaver (AspectC++) has been developed by the authors and it is a general purpose 
aspect-oriented extension of C++, modeled following the approach of AspectJ. AspectC++ is 
implemented as a C++ preprocessor based on PUMA [1]. PUMA is a source code transformation 
system for C++. The output of this preprocessor is the C++ source code with the aspect code 
woven in. Afterwards a conventional C++ compiler is used to get the code translated to the 
executable code. 

 
In this aspect dynamic weaver, the functionality class is bound to the framework with a static 
weaver (AspectC++). The static weaver produces XML file as a result of the interaction with the 
functionality class. This XML file consists of all the information of the join points contained in 
the functionality class. These join points are then registered with the run-time monitor using this 
generated XML file. This dynamic weaver is being constructed on the idea that one should be 
able to decide which aspects need to be woven dynamically at run-time and which aspects to be 
woven statically at compile time depending on the performance. Thus there are certain aspects 
which don’t need to be woven dynamically and so static weaver is used to weave these aspects 
statically to save run-time infrastructure. The dynamic aspects are normally simple classes and 
they are registered with the run-time monitor. As soon as some dynamic aspect is registered with 
the run-time monitor, the list of join points registered with the run-time monitor is traversed to 
find out which join points are affected by this aspect. Since in this dynamic weaver one join point 
is supposed to be affected by more than one aspect (here again other scenarios are possible by the 
selection of, for example, “One Aspect per Join point” feature), a list of advices, which are 
methods defined in each aspect, which are to affect a certain join point, is maintained to be 
executed once this join point is invoked by the run-time monitor in the static weaver.  
 
In this dynamic weaver, run-time monitor is able to add or remove aspects on the fly. Functional 
classes do not know about the aspects in advance but of course it purely depends on the features 
selected from the feature model (figure 1). When some major dynamic aspects of the system are  
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Figure 3. Resource consumption vs. provided dynamism 

 
to be defined like scheduling, synchronization, tracing, fault tolerance, these aspects are defined 
as being derived from the same super-aspect. Thus this dynamic weaver promotes reusability. An 
abstract super-aspect provides transparency since sub-aspects can use the super-aspect without 
knowing the internal implementation details of super-aspect. Even new aspects can be introduced 
into the system without any problem. If some super-aspect is changed to add some new features, 
the sub-aspects don’t need to be changed as far as the interface remains constant. All dynamic 
aspects are registered with run-time monitor with some call like: 
 
monitor.registerAspect(Aspect SyncAspect) /*SyncAspect captures synchronization concerns 
                                                                        
monitor.JPBefore(putId);  /* all before  advices are executed when run-time 

/*monitor is invoked from static weaver 
 

tjp->proceed();    /*actual method is invoked 
 
monitor.JPAfter(putId);  /* all after advices are executed when run-time 

/*monitor is invoked from static weaver 
 
In static weaver (AspectC++) there is also a possibility to derive an aspect from super aspect. 
Abstract aspects can be defined from which new aspects can then be redefined through 
inheritance, thus providing programmers with an aspect hierarchy. Using advice “around” feature 
of static weaver allows to first invoke before advice codes (monitor.JPBefore(…/*method 
id*/…)) associated with any join point, then invoking the join point itself (tjp->proceed) and 
then finally invoking the after advices (monitor.JPAfter(…(…/*method id*/…)) of the join 
point.  

6 Conclusion 
 
This work provides a base for developing application specific dynamic weavers. Instead of 
inventing a new dynamic weaver architecture, this approach provides the user with the ability to 
construct many of those architectures.  The concept of program family has been applied to build a 
family of aspect dynamic weavers. A feature model has been built which provides an abstract, 
concise and explicit representation of the commonality and variability present in the domain of 

resources 

minimum dynamism full dynamism 
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dynamic weavers. Using this approach it is possible to build dynamic weavers with as much 
functionality as one application can afford. This work promotes the idea that one should not be 
asked to suffer for the services he does not require.  The program family concept helps to create 
featherweight weaver abstractions. These abstractions can be used by the user to construct a 
number of dynamic weavers.   
 
The main goal of this approach is to be able to construct application-specific dynamic weavers by 
selecting only those features from the feature model which are required. The example of a 
specific dynamic weaver instantiation from a family of dynamic weavers has clearly 
demonstrated that it is possible and feasible to construct a weaver according to the specific 
requirements of a particular application.  Figure 3 illustrates that as we move towards more 
dynamism in building the dynamic weavers, we have to pay more in terms of resources. The goal, 
while constructing a dynamic weaver for any application, is to get to a point as shown in figure 
where we are not exhausted of the resources and we have as much features added to our weaver 
construction, to support dynamism, as possible. A simple example where we could think of 
constructing customized dynamic weaver would be of some embedded system with very small 
memory in the range of, for example, 30 Kbytes. Now while doing application specific 
construction of a dynamic weaver for such systems, where the join points are normally known in 
advance, we can select features from the feature model to have as much degree of dynamism as 
memory space allows.  The result would be a dynamic weaver which would be able to fully 
utilise the available memory space and allow us with as much dynamism as we can afford.  
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